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ABSTRACT 
Let A and B be n X n Hermitian matrices. The matrix pair (A, B) is called a 
definite pair and the corresponding eigenvalue problem PAX = aBr is definite if 
c(A,B)~~~~,,~,,=~(I”~(A+~B)~D>O. In this note we develop a uniform upper 
bound for differences of corresponding eigenvalues of two definite pairs and so 
improve a result which is obtained by G. W. Stewart [2]. Moreover, we prove that this 
upper bound is a projective metric in the set of n X n definite pairs. 
Let A and B be n X n Hermitian matrices. (A, B) is a definite pair if 
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D(n) denotes the set of all definite pairs of n X n matrices. 
Let x E C” (the set of n-column vectors). Then x is an eigenvector of 
(A, B) E !D( n) corresponding to the generalized eigenvalue ((Y, fi) if 
(i) x * 0, (ii) ((~,p)zO, (iii) /3Ax=cuBx. 
If /3 * 0, then X = a//3 is a finite generalized eigenvalue of (A, B). A(A, B) 
denotes the set of all generalized eigenvalues of (A, B). 
In this note the symbol II.11 denotes the spectral norm for matrices and the 
Euclidean norm for column vectors. A > 0 denotes that A is a positive definite 
Hermitian matrix. R and C are the sets of real numbers and complex numbers 
respectively. 
*This research was assisted by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. 
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The following facts [2] are used in this note: Suppose (A, B) E ID(n). Let 
C={xH(A+iB)x:x~Cn}. (2) 
Then C is a pointed cone and lies purely_ in a closed half plane passing 
through the origin. Moreover, suppose (A, B) = (A + E, B + F) E K!J(~). We 
define C = {x”( A + iB)x} correspondingly and take in the complement of 
C U C a ray R extending from the origin. For each nonzero point u + iv E Q= 
we define Qu, v) as the angle subtended by R and {t(u + iv): t >, 0) mea- 
suredclockwise.Supposeh(A,B)={(ai,Pi)}~=’=,andxiEQ=“(i=1,...,n)are 
the eigenvectors of (A, B) corresponding to (ai, pi). We define 
ei = f3( x,HAq, rcf%q), i=l,...,n, (3) 
and let the generalized eigenvalues of (A, I?) be ordered so that 8r < . . . G 0,. 
Then 
e, = min max B(xHAx, X”BX) 
dim(Y,)=i XC’% 
II4 = 1 
and 
e,= max min B(xHAx, xHBx), 
dim(%)=n-i+l XE‘X 
II4 = 1 
(4) 
(5) 
where % denotes a subspace of Q=“. 
G. W. Stewart [2] has proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let (A, B) E D(n). Assume that 
vfEiTz 
c(A, B) 
(1 (6) 
for n x n Hermitian matrices E and F, and that CA, L?) = (A + E, B + F) E 
D(n). Let the eigenvalues of (A, B) and (A, fi) be ordered so that 
e1 G . . . G en and 6, G . . . < 4, respectively. Then 
]ei - Gil < sin-’ 
/iEFim 
c(A,B) ’ 
i= l,...,n. (7) 
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zt follpws fi-0~~1 (6) that pi - fii 1 -c 1~/2 (1 G i G n); hence the inequalities (7) 
are equivalent to 
i.e. 
Here (&,&) (i=l 
sponding to #i, and 
, . . . , n) are the generalized eigenvalues of (A, 8) cmre- 
P(<%P>,(&P))= Id -WI 
1/(14” +IP12)m2 l clPl2) 
is the chordal metric between the points (a, p) and (&, fi) in the complex 
projective plane. 
In this note we want to improve the above theorem. 
Let (A,B)ED(n), A=A+E, and B=B+F be nXn Hermitian 
matrices. We define 
Moreover, for (A, B) and (a, fi) = (A + E, B + F) E D(n), we define 
max {p((rHAx, x~Bx),(x~&x, X-~&T))}. (10) 
Now we prove the following perturbation theorem. 
THEOREMS. Let (A, B) E D(n). Assume that 
$(A, @,(A, B)) < 1 01) 
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fmn~nHermitianmutrice.s~=A+~a_nd~=B~F.Then(~,~)~D(n). 
Suppose 2(eAhz; {yi, Pi)} -and h(A, B) = {(&, pi)> are ordered so that 
(I1 < . . . n 1 , . . . < 8, respectively. Then 
p((~i,pi),(~i,~i)),<s((A,B),(‘,‘)), i=l>...tn* (12) 
Proof. Observe that from (l), (9) and (11) 
c(d, B)>, inf 
llxll = 1 
( /(x~Ax)‘+(x~B~)~ -~(rH~~)2+(xH~x)2) 
> [1- S((A, @,(A, @)]c(A, B)’ 0. 
Therefore (A, B) E D(n). 
Suppose that di >, ei. Let Xi be a minimizing subspace in the relation (4). 
Then 
Gi =s xra.g B(xHAlx, XHBX). 03) 
IIXII = i 
Let r E Xi be a vector of norm unity for which the maximum in (13) is 
attained. Thus 
ei < B(xHA”x, XHBX), B(xHAx, xHBx) < e,, (14) 
and by the hypothesis (ll), for the points Z : (xHAx, xHBx) and 
Z:(xH& xH&), which are sketched in Figure 1, we have IZg( < IOZ(. Let P 
be the foot of the perpendicular of Z to the straight line OZ. Then elementary 
geometry now gives 0 < 4 < 77/Z and 
Ji - ei d 4 = sin -1/1-(E) 
= sin-‘p((xHAx, xHBx), (xHAx, xH&r)). 05) 
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& : (x~Ax&%x) 
FIG. 1. 
It follows from a similar argument applied to the relation (5) that if 6, > 6i, 
then there is a vector x’ E C” of norm unity such that 
ei - fii < sin-’ p((dHAx’, x“%‘), (dHdxr, idHi&)). (16) 
From (15) and (16), 
113~ - Qi] < sin-’ s((A, @,(A, B)), 
or equivalently 
sinlo, - ei] < $((A, B),(A, B)), i=l ,...,a. 
This is (12) exactly. The proof is complete. 
REMARK 1. From 
s((A, B),(& B)) G S((A @,(A, 8)) d dEi+F (17) + B) 
3 
we see that the condition (11) is weaker than (6), but the conclusion (12) is 
stronger than (8) [i.e. (7)]. 
EXAMPLE. Let (A,B)EID(~) and (A,B)=((l+r)A,(l+r)B). Here r 
satisfies r/m/c(A, B) < 1, but r/m/c(A, B) = 1. Obvi- 
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ously (A, B) E D(n) and x(A, fi) = h(A, B). We have 
p((~,,pi),(ai,~i))=s((A,‘),(‘,‘))=O for 1 <i < n 
but 
hElIz +IlFl12 
c(A,B) =I* 
REMARK 2. From Theorem 2 we can deduce, as in [2], the classical 
bounds for the Hermitian eigenvalue problem: Let A and d be Hermitian 
matrices with eigenvalues {ai} and {&} which are ordered so that 
a1 < . . . < a, and d, < . . . f d, respectively. Let 
s(A, A) = ,,mr+HA~, rHBr) ( = ]]A - Bl]), 
where d(a, hi) = Ia - &I is the Euclidean distance between the 
&EC. Then 
d(oi,ci)<s(A,A), i=l ,...,n. 
(18) 
points a and 
09) 
It is worthwhile to point out that the inequalities (12) and (19) are quite 
similar, and the quantity s((A, B)), (A, B)) has the same metric behavior as 
the quantity s(A, A), which we prove as follows. First we introduce the 
DEFINITION. Let (A, B) and (C, D) E D(n). (A, B) and (C, 0) are 
equivalent [we write (A, B) - (C, D)] if there exists r E BB such that (C, D) = 
(rA,rB), or (A,C)=(rB,rD), or(B,D)=(rA,rC). 
Obviously s(A, A) is a metric in the set of n x n Hermitian matrices. If 
we adapt the above definition for “equivalent” in D(n), then s(( A, I?), (A, fi)) 
is also a metric in the set of equivalence classes of n x n definite pairs (in fact, 
a projective metric in the set of n X rr definite pairs), because of the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 3. V-CA, B), (C, D), and (E, F) E D(n), then 
(i) s((A,B), (C,D))>O, ands((A,B), (C,D))=Oiff (C,D)-(A,B); 
(ii) s((A, B), (C, D)) = s((C, D), (A, IQ); 
(iii) s((A, IV, (E, 0) G s((A, B), (C, D))+ NC, D), (E, F)). 
Proof. Evidently we need only to prove that if (A, B) and (C, D) E KD( n) 
ands((A,B),(C,D))=O, then(C,D)-(A,B). 
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The assumption s((A, B), (C, D) = 0 means 
xHAxxHDx = xHBxxHCx vx E Q=“. 
If there exists r E R, A = rB, then from (A, B) E I[D( n) we know that xHBx * 0 
~xEQ:nandx*O,andso 
xHCx = rxHDx vx E Q=“. 
Therefore C = rD, i.e. (C, D) - (A, B). Similarly, if there exists r E IR, B = rA, 
then D = rC, i.e. also (C, D) - (A, B). Hence in the following we suppose 
A*rBandB*rAforallrER. 
(1) By [2] there exists a real number cp such that B, = sin cp A + cos cp B > 0. 
LetA,=coscpA-sincpB, C,=coscpC-sincpD, and 
D,=sincpC+coscpD; 
then 
xHA,xxHD,x = xHB,xxHC,x VXECn. 
(2) We decompose B, = Hz, 
Dv = HfiH, and y = Hx; then 
H >O. Let A, = HAH, C, = HeH, 
y*riyy=%y = yHyyHCy vy E Q=“. 
(3) Decomposing A = VHAV, V unitary matrix and 
ok * (Ye for k * 1, and setting z = Vy, C = VHC’V, and D = VHD’V, we have 
zHAzzHD’z = zH.zzHCfz (20) 
(4) We write 
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where C,, and Dkl E Q=“kXnl, k, I = 1,. . . , m, CTs'=lnk =n. Let 
with zk E Q=“*, 1 < k < m. For an arbitrary k (1 < k < m), taking 
2 =(zF,O ,..., o,tz,H,o )...) O)H E Q=* with t E R, and substituting (20), we 
have 
Comparing the coefficients of same power of t, we obtain 
From (21) 
C,, = a,& 7 
Substituting (22) we obtain 
ckk = ak Dkk* 
4QkkZk GL~l = 
&% +1 
= r (a real number) VziE Cnj, j= l,k, 
and so 
From (23) 
D,, = D,, = rZ. 
zf’D,,z, + zpD,,z, = 0 VZ~E (Cnj, j= 1,k. (24) 
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Taking zk = DEn, and z1 = DEz, in (24) successively, we obtain 
D,, = 0, D,, = 0. 
Hence 
D’= rZ, C’= TA, 7ER. 
Combining steps (l)-(4), we get (C, D) = (rA, rB) for a nonzero r E Iw, 
i.e. (C, D) - (A, B). The proof is complete. n 
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